of a continuous optimum w0 for (1.1) they show that in effect this solution can be characterized by two properties:
(1) I;(& V!+)(t)) =const, (1.2) (2) windg(., W0(.))=k31
(N= 1, wind denotes the winding number about the origin of a complexvalued nonvanishing function on U). Under the assumptions t F( 2, f(t)) = 0 and F(l, w) > 0 for w #f(t), it makes sense to consider (1.1) as a generalized distance of the function f to E, where E = H" is of particular interest.
In the present paper we propose a new approach for determining (1.1) (with N= 1 and E = H"), which is based on recent results about parameter-depending boundary value problems [ 13 1. This method gives not only the characterization (1.2), (1.3) but also the existence and uniqueness of a continuous optimum w0 under some quite general assumptions on the distance function F. Note that w0 is the optimum over the whole space H" and not only over H" n C. Moreover, we prove Helton's conjecture [S, p. 3621 that k = 1 in (1.3) for generic functions 6;.
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF RIEMANN-HILBERT

TYPE
We begin by sketching some ideas concerning a class of nonlinear boundary value problems of complex analysis. Let (M,} fE 71 denote a family of curves in the complex plane. We introduce the set '9X of all manifolds M:= u {t}xM,cUx@ es1 ra-r subject to the following hypotheses.
(i) For each t E U the curve M, is homeomorphic to T.
(ii) The manifold A4 is a C'submanifold of T x @. (iii) M is transversal to each plane {f} x @ (t E U).
For given ME 9X, the following boundary value problem is considered: Find all functions w = u + iv E H" n C holomorphic in the unit disk D which satisfy the boundary relation
VtET. The list of references concerning RHP's for closed curves M, is comparably small (an exception is, of course, the problem of conformal mapping involved in this case). Above all a paper by A. I. %rirel'man [ll] must be mentioned. Snirel'man describes the solution set under the additional assumption that 0 E int M,, \dt E T. Further generalizations are due to M. A, Efendiev [3, 4] . In [12] , the author proved existence results by means of Leray-Schauder techniques and discussed the influence of the condition 0 E int M,. Furthermore, in [ 131, a connection between RHP's and a class of extremal problems was pointed out.
Before summarizing relevant results, some notations must be introduced. We denote the bounded and the unbounded component of e\M, by int M, and ext M,, respectively. A similar definition is made for int M and ext M. If no confusion is possible, we sometimes write Wand Wk instead of W( and W,(M), respectively. With regard to the solvability of the RHP, the following de~nitio~ is given: The manifold ME '%I is called regularly (holomorphically) traceable if there exists a function wO E H" n C with tr wO c int M.
(2.5)
The manifold A4 E %JI is said to be singularly (holomorphically) traceable if it is not regularly traceable but there exists a wO E 27" n C with tr wO c clos int M (~10s denotes the closure of a set).
If ME '!I8 is neither regularly nor singularly traceable, we call it nontraceable.
Finally we define A(M) := (w EHrn :w(t)~closintM,a.e.onU}.
Sometimes the notation A(M) is simply replaced by A. After these preparations relevant results of [12, 131 concerning the solvability of the considered RHP can be summarized. The sign # denotes cardinality. THEOREM 1. For every ME YJI the following assertions hold Thus the class of singularly traceable M is split into several subclasses. Our first lemma concerns the stability of the relation ME '9X,, under small perturbations of M. 
ProoJ
Let M0 E YJI,, w,, E H" n C, tr w0 c int MO. Then we have
Therefore, for each ME U,(M,), it follows that tr w0 c int M, i.e., ME!&,.
1
Our next intention is to examine how the membership of M to the classes '3& is changed by elementary transformations of M. As a shorthand we introduce the notation (f, gg C'(U))
If f( t) # 0, then ME !JJI implies that fM + g E !JX. Consequently, either t ~ 'A4 E %IIk + r (2) If w,(O) = 0, the function w1 defi satisfies w1 E W-kpl(t-lM), whence t-IA4 (3) Let w,(O) #Q and assume t-'&f ( w1 >. The function 6, defined by Go(z) :
s GO(0)=O. Hence W-,(M) contains at least two elements ut this is impossible due to Theorem I(n). ~onseq~e~tly~ we have
We are now going to investigate problems depending on a real parameter. For this end we consider a family (MA],, ic,;r:i of curves w~~~~ satisfy the following conditions 
GENERALIZED BEST APPROXIMATION BY HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
In this section the above results will be applied to prove existence and uniqueness of the generalized best approximation off in H". This means that we seek a w0 E H" satisfying dAf, wd = dAf, H") := w$;m ML w) with dF(f, w) := ess sup F(t, w(t)).
rat-
We suppose that the distance function F satisfies the following assumptions: First of all we fix the function f and denote the class of all P satis~~~~~ 
iffE C'(T).
To avoid trivialities, in the sequel it will be assumed that f$ H". The existence of a sequence (wn} cfP with dF(f, w,)-+O gives that.
v'6>0, 32,EZ + : n 3 n, 3 ess sup F(t, w,(t)) -=z 6.
re?T From (3.8), (3.9) , and the compactness of U we get that V&>O, 3noE~+:n~n~~/IW,-fIILm(a)<E, i.e., the convergence of w, to f in L"(U). But this is only possible if j"eH".
[
The next theorem shows the existence and the uniqueness of the best approximation.
Moreover, it characterizes the nearest function w,, E H" toJ: (ii) A function w0 E H" is the best approximation for f (in the sense of From Theorem 1 it follows that d = A,,. Obviously, the only function w0 in AA, is the unique solution of the approximation problem. Theorem l(n) gives (3.11))(3.13).
(4) Conversely, let the function w0 fulfill (3.11) (3.13 ). 1 A0 := F(t, w,(t)), the function w. is a solution of the RHP tr w c MfO from (3.13) one sees that WOE W-,,(MfO). Therefore we have ML with k, > 1. Lemma 5 gives MfE 11J1, for A > A0 a d MpmJS, for /2<1",, Consequently w. is the best approximation oft Our final concern is the influence of small perturbations to the best approximation.
We first think off as being fixed and only of the distance function F as being subject to small variations.
For given FE iJ we denote by wF the solution of the a~~rox~rn~tio~ problem. The set iJ is decomposed into the classes By definition (3.22) we have wd, E %Nn (1 < 12 < co), and by Lemma 2 it follows that till", E IrJz, _ 1. Comparing this with (3.23) one obtains n = 1, i.e., F8 E ijl for each E > 0. 1
In connection with certain applications a slightly modified concept of perturbation is suggested. We fix a distance function F satisfying the conditions (3.1)-(3.6) with respect to f= 0 and define the distance d(f; N") of an arbitrary functionfe CL(T) to H" by d(f, H") := $I$ ess sup F(t, w(t) -f(t)).
fET
The best approximation off in this sense is denoted by wP We introduce the subclasses E.k of C'(U) by 
